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not return home till night, they searched him from the morning and at

about 3 P.M they found the bicycle of the deceased near rhe bridge of
Kashdoha. They also alleged that they found some mark of pulling the
dead body of the deceased to some orher piace. Hence the ejahar, Ext 1.

2. On receipr of the ejahar (Ext 1), the Officer In_

charge Bijni Police Station registerecl the case vide Bijni police station
case no' 1'6612002 UIS 3021201 IPC and started for investigation. During
investigation the Investigating officer visited the place of occurrence,
prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence and recorded the
statemenr of the wirnesses. on 09.11.2002 the chopped pieces of dead

body of Dr Nur Mohammad was recovered from sand back of river Aie.
sketch map of these places were prepared and starement of witnesses

were recorded. Inquest and post mortem of dead body were done.

Bijesh Basumatatry, Arup Ray and omen Ray were arrested. on
completion of investigation submitted charge sheet against the accused

Bijesh Basumatary Arup Ray and omen Ray for offence u/s 302l2oL
IPC. The accused Arup Ray died during appearance stage before the

committal court and on receipt of report the case against him was

abated vide order dated 0L.07.2014.

3. On appearance of the two accused persons, the

learned sub-Divisional Judicial Magisrrare Bongaigaon furnished the

copies of the documents under section 2oz cr.p.c and committed the

case to the court of sessions, Bongaigaon being the offence u/s 302 Ipc
and exclusively rriable by the Court of Sessions.
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4. After committar of the case, on appearance of the
accused person, going through the police report furnished under section
173 cr.P.c and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie case,

charges uls 3021201 Ipc were framed against the above named accused
Bijesh Basumatary and omen Ray. The accusecl persons abjured their
guilt and pleaded to stand for trial.

5' During trial, to bring home the charge against the
accused person, prosecution sicle examined as many as lr (eleven)
witnesses In the statement recorded u/s 313 cr.p.c, the accused
persons denied all the ailegations levelled against them and pleaded

innocence. Defence adduced no evidence.

I) Whether the accused Bijesh Basumqtary oncl
Omen Ray on 07.11.2002 at about 6.00 p.M at
Kachaigaon under Bijni police Station committed
murder intentionally by causing the death of Nur
Mohammad Sheikh and thereby committed an
offence punishable U/S 502 IpC ?

II) Whether during the said period the accused
persons knowing that offence of murder punishable
with death has been committed, did cause the dead
body of Dr Nur Mohammod disappear with the
intention of screening the offender from legal
punishment and thereby committed an offence
punishable U/S 201 IpC ?

ARGUMENT

6.
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The learned Public prosecutor Mr Barman,

submitted that the evidence on record established the chain of
circumstances which only take to the guilt of the accused persons and no
hypothesis of their innocence is possible.

?

Against the above submissions,

7.

B.

Choudhury, the learned counsel of defence has argued

on record merely creates suspicion but do not lead to

accused persons. It is also raised during argument that

for accused persons to commit such offence and that

witness to support the informant.

Mr S.N Brahma

that the materials

prove guilt of the

no reason shown

no corroborating

THEREOF:

To appropriately appreciate the rival submission, it
would be necessary to have a bird's view of the evidence on record.

L

10.
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The evidence of PW 1, (Mrs Mohila Khatun), is that
when she went to river for fetchi,g water saw a bag on the river and on
meeting Abdul Roaf she told the same but she did not know what contain
in the bag and whose bag it was.

1.1,. PW 2 (Abdush Samad), in his evidence deposed that
the incident took place about 1,3 / 14 years ago and that day was ,Roja,

day and at about 4.30/5.00 p.M he wenr to take medicine in the shop of
Dr Noor Mahammad and when he came near to the pharmacy he saw the

doctor was taking water as the Iftar time over and when he was going to
Maszid he saw 3 /4 bodo and Assamese boys in front of the Maszid. He
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deposed that after performing Iftar he returned and took medicine from

the son of the doctor and on being asked where the doctor had gone, his

son said that her father had gone out and that time was 5.30 P.M evening.

He deposed that after 2 days he heard that the doctor did not return from

that day and his cycle was lying in the paddy field. Larer on he heard that

the dead body of thc deceased was seen in the river. He did not properly

recognize the accused persons present in the dock whether to be those

boys except that he could recognize one boy namely pradip amongst

those boys seen on that day.

1.2. PW 3 (Md Abdul Rashid) in his evidence deposed

that the incident took place about 14 years ago and on the day of the

incident his father at about 4.30 P.M was sitting in the pharmacy with

Pradip Ray, Anup Ray, Omen Ray and Gobla Basumatary. It was 'Roja'

day and at Iftar time he went to tea stall and after breaking fasting when

he returned he saw that his father was going with the four boys and on

being asked the four boys replied that a patient was in the house at

Kashdoha and his father would return after treatment but since that time

till next day morning 10.00 A.M his father did not return. He deposed

that then he alongwith his brother Hazarat AIi went to search his father

and at Dangaigaon chowk on asking about his father, they replied that

they did not see him. on returning at Kashdoha on being asked by his

brother, one man told that though he did not see his father but saw a

cycle was lying in the field at Kashdoha. He deposed that they went to

Kashdoha and recognized that the cycle belonged to his father and after

two days the dead body of his father was recovered from the river and

his brother lodged the ejahar and he recognized the fwo accused persons
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Gobla @ Bijesh Basttmatary and Omen Ray present in the Court today

out of the four persons who took his father.

During cross examination he stated that his father

married fwo women and out of them, one was Hindu. He denied the

suggestion that regarding marriage of Hindu woman there was case

against his father. He denied the suggestion that he did not see his father

going witl-r the four boys. He stated that amongst four boys accused

, ,' Gobla and Onten were there. He denied the suggestion that with the four
.*

boys Hasan Ali was with them. He denied of Hasen and four persons

going to the house or councilor Lohit Basumatary and later on stated that

he don't know if Hasen and four boys went to the house of councilor

Lohit Basuntatary for discussion in connection with some contract work.

He stated that he don't know if after discussion the four boys left and his

father returned with Hasen AIi.

13. PW 4 (Rahmat Ali) in his evidence stated that the

incident took place on 07.11.2002 and on the nexr day at abour 2 / 3 p.M

his brother Abdul Roaf informed him that his 'Mama' Noor Mahammad

was killed by some one. Then he went there ancl his Mama,s son Abdul

Rashid (Pw 3) told him that when his father was at pharmacy then four

boys from Kashdoha came saying that ill person at home and took his

father, but his father did not return home that night. on the next day pw

3 alongwith his elder brother Hazarat went to Kashdoha to search his

father and one boy told them the blood stained cycle of his 'Mama' near

the bridge in the field at Kashdoha. Abdul Rashid (pw 3) recognized the

cycle to be of his father and handed over to police. He filed the ejahar

Contd....
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(Ext 1). They found blood stain on the road in between Kashdoha and

Bhandara and found the mark of pulling of the dead body to downward

and Police collected blood sample and on the next day one woman found

the medicine bag of Noor Mahammad in the bank near the river. Then

the people got into the warer and found the body,of Noor Mahammad in

gunny bag without hands and legs in the bank of the river, later on, on

searching found the head of Noor Mahammad at a little distance, and

again found one hand and two legs in another place and after a week

found another hand. Inquest (Ext 2) was done over the different parts of

the dead body vide Ext 3, Ext 4 and Ext 5 respectively and sent the dead

body for posr mortem exarnination. According to the version of pw 4,

Pradip Ray, Anup Ray, Upen Ray @ Omen Ray and Gobla @ Bijesh

Basumatary called the deceased Noor Mahammad on that day.

During cross examination he stated that as told by

Abdul Rashid he has mentioned the name of the accused in the FIR and

he was not present when Noor Mahammad was taken away. He denied

the suggestion that at the time of incident there was bad effect of religion

on the two communities. He stated that he did not know if Hasan Ali
went with the four accusecl persons at the time when Noor Mahammad

was taken away.

14. PW 5 (Hasen Ali), in his evidence deposed that he

knows the informant as well as the accused persons and the incident took

place during 'Ramjan' month. He went to the pharmacy of Noor

Mahammad due to ear problem and Noor Mahammad asked him to

accompany him to go to councilor Rohit Basumatary for contract work

of road and after going there came to know that the work has already
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been allotted to one person and then they returned on talking by bicycle

and on the way at Raypara Noor Mahammad entered the house of Bhojo

Ray to push injection and he left by bicycle and later on came to know

that Noor Mahammad did not return. Later on, he heard that the bicycle

of Noor Mahammad with blood srain was lying near the bridge of

Kashdoha and his dead body was found in the gunny bag in the Aie river.

His statement (Ext 6) was recorded in the Court.

During cross examination he stated that when he

was going with Noor Mahammad to the house of Lohit Basumatary on

the way they met Bijesh Basumarary omcrr Ray and the son of pulin

Basumatary but after some time Bijesh Basumatary omen Ray and the

son of Pulin Basurnatary. After proceeding to some distance Bijesh

omen and son of Pulin entered in the house of pulin Basumatary and

they proceeded to the house of councilor. He stated that coming from the

house of councilor Noor Mahammad entered in the house of Bhojo Ray

to push injection and he left for his house.

PW 6 ( Khalilur Rahman @ Khalil Ali), in his

evidence deposed that he found the head of Noor Mahammad in gunny

bag and his medicine bag near it in the water of Aie river.

15.

16. PW 7 (Manoj Kumar Sikaria) in l-ris evidence

deposed that on 09.09.2002 he conducted rhe inquest on the dead body

of Noor Mahammad in presence of sDpo, Bijni and s.I H. Deka in the

bank of river'Aie' at No. 1 Bhandara where the dead body was lying on

being identified the dead body by the nephew of the deceased Md

Rahmat Ali. He found the head was severed from the body and below the
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left knee was found separated, injuries found on left eye, forehead and

both the cheeks. Ext 4 is his inquest t'eport of head. He conducted

inquest over the left leg which was found cut off below kr-ree and Ext 2 is

the said inquest report. FIe joinecl the body and conducted inquest and

Ext 3 is his report. Both arms were missing. He also conducted inquest of

the severed Ieft leg in which one finger was found cut. Ext 5 is the said

inquest report.

During cross examination he stated that he prepared

the inquest himseif by his own hand writing.

PW B (Shyanr Kumar Daimary) deposed that the

incident took place many years ago and when he was working as PSO at

Kokrajhar and his servant went to feed the cow and found a bicycle

there, which he brought home and knowing about the same Police came

to his house, seized the same and took away. Ext 7 is the seizure list.

M.Ext 1 is the said seized cycle.

77.

18.

W^

PW 9 (Abul Kalam Ajad) in his evidence deposed

that the informant is his brother and he knows the accused persons and

the incident took place about 15/16 years ago and that day was 'roja' day.

The deceased was his 'mama' and he was a doctor by profession and the

deceased in the evening went for treatment but did not return. During

search of his 'mama' one man told that he saw the cycle of his 'mama' in

the field at village Kashdoha and on the next day seeing blood stain near

the river the villager entered into the river and found the dead body of his

'mama' and he was present at the time of recovery of his 'mama'.

During cross examination he stated that he has
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forgotten if Police got recorded his statement or not.

PW 10 (Satadal Ch Deka, Retired Inspector) on

08.11.2002 he was working as second officer at Bijni Police Station and

on that day Mr Rahmat AIi lodged an FIR allegilg that on 07.11.2002 at

about 6 P.M the accused Sri Pradip Ray, Sri Arup Ray, Bijesh

Basumatary and omen Ray took the deceased, Noor Mahammad for

visiting patient but the deceased did not retllrn home and on 08.11.2002

at 3 P.M his bicycle was found lying near Kashdoha bridge and it was

suspected that after killing him his dead body was taken to somewhere.

He deposed that on receipt of the FIR he visited the place of occurrence,

drew sketch map of the place of occurrence (Ext B) at Bhandara Bazar in

the pharmacy, recorded the statement of the witnesses, did inqr-rest over

the dead body by the executive magistrate, drew sketch map of the place

of occurrence where the parts of the body of the deceased was found vide

Ext 9 and Ext 1-0 respectively, seized the bicycle vide Ext 7, anested the

accused persons.

During cross examination he stated that the deceased

Noor Mahammad owned a pharmacy and used to give medicines to

villagers and villagers used to call him doctor. He stated that Hasen Ali

stated before him that he and deceased Nur Mahammad entered into the

house of cor-rncilor Lohit Basumatary from where the accused persons

got separated from them and from there they went to the house of Bhadu

Roy.

19.

20. PW 11 (SI, Suren Das ) deposed that on 08.04.2012

he was posted as second officer at Bijni Police Station and on being
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entrusted to complete the investigation in connection with Bijni Police

Station case no. 16612002 on going through rhe case diary finding that

the earlier I.O. has completed the investigation he submitted charge sheet

(Ext 11) u/s 3021201,134 IPC against the accused Bijesh Basumatary

omen Ray and Anup Ray. He stated that alongwith the charge sheet he

submitted three sketch map vide Ext B, Ext g and Ext 10, post mortem

report vide Ext 13 and two seizure lists vide Ext 7 and Ext 12.

During cross examination he stated that he was not

present at the time of recovery of articles mentioned in Ext 7 and Ext 12.

He denied the suggestion that he submitted the charge sheet without

having any materials.

Discussion, decision ond reosons thereof

Defence plea is that all accused persons have been

falsely implicated in this case merely on suspicion. Further submission is

that prosecution has failed to link the accused with the commission of the

offence in this case.

22. In this case, the father of pW 3 (Abdul Rashid) was

brutally murdered by some one by severing his head from neck, both

hands from shoulder, left leg from knee and partial severing of right leg

at knee alogwith other injuries. It was a gruesome murder and it speaks

about the degree of enmity or anger of the killer had against the

deceased.

21.

23.

W
fi

Prosecution has examined as many as LL witnesses.

The material witnesses are Pw 3 (Abdul Rashid), the son of the deceased
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and PW 5 (Hasen AIi), who said to have accompanied the deceased

before he left him outside the house of one Bhoja Ray. PW 2 (Abdush

Samad) is also some extent materials so far prosecution is concerned.

24. PW 1 ( Mrs Mohila Khatun) saw a bag by the side of

the river when she went there to fetch water. PW 4 (Rahmat Ali) is the

informant and he is the 'Bhanja' (nephew) of the deceased Nur

Moharnmad. He heard about the death of his 'Mama' and went to meet

his Mama's son PW 3, who told him that four boys from Kashdoha came

to the pharmacy and took his father on the pretext of some one ill and

thereafter his father did not return back home and on the next day found

the day body of his father. PW 6 (Khalilur Rahman)'s evidence is that

the dead body of Nur Mohammad with severed head and a bag was

found near the river. PW 7 (Manoi Kumar Sikaria) conducted the

inquest on the dead body of Nur Mohammad. PW B (Shyam Kumar

Daimary) deposed that when his servant went to feed the cow found a

bicycle there which the selvant brought home and thereafter Police came

and seized it. PW 9 (Abul Kalam Ajad) is also one of the 'Bhanja' of the

deceased and his evidence is that during search of his 'Mama' he saw the

cycle of his 'Mama' at village Kashdoha and on the next day saw blood

stained near the river and the villagers entered into the river and found

the dead body of his 'Mama'.

25. PW 10 (Satadal Ch Deka) was working as a second

officer at Bijni Police Station and at that time received an FIR from PW

4 alleging that on 07.11.2002 Pradip Ray, Arup Ray, Bijesh Ray and

Omen Ray took Nur Mohammad for visiting a patient but Nur

.,.1., -.

1r i
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Moharnmad did not rerurn home and on 08.11.2002 at 3:00 p.M his

bicycle was found lying near Kashdoha river and suspected of killing of
Nur Mohammad.

26' PW 11 (SI, Suren Das) is the another Investigating

Officer of this case.

27. Before proceeding further it is to be mentioned

herein that Nur Mohammad was basicalry a pharmacist and owned a

pharmacy and used to treat the villagers for some ailments. so far his

killing and his dead body with severed head, limbs and legs being found

is not in dispute. The only query is who had killed Nur Mohammad and

why will some one kill Nur Mohammad and that too in such a grllesome

manner.

28. Prosecution case is that the accused Bijesh

Basumatary and omen Ray alongwith tr,vo others namely Anup Ray and

Pradip Ray took Nur Mohammad with thern and these four accused

persons are named in the FIR (Ext 1). During investigation potice did
not arrest Pradip Ray but the other three accused persons and on

completion of investigation submitted charge sheet against three accused

namely Bijesh Basumatary @ Gobla, Anup Ray and omen Ray. During
the appearance stage the accused Anup Ray died and after receipt of
report, the case against him stands abated.

The accused are charged with offence U/S 302 and
29.

20t IPC.
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Prosecution has named thirteen witnesses in the

chargesheetandoutofitelevenareexamined.oneDoctorandone

investigating officer not examined. Prosecution case is rest on the

evidence of PW 3 and to some extent PW 2' PW 3 is the son of the

deceased and his evidence is once again liked t6 be discussed and it is

rhat on that day at about 4.30 p.M his father was sitting in the pharmacy

with pradip Ray, Anup Ray, omen Ray and Gobla Basumatary (Gobla

Basumatary is also known as Bijesh Basumatary). It was a 'Roja' dme

and after lftar: when he went to tea stall he saw his father going with four

boysandor.rbeingaskedthefourboysreplicdthatapatientwasinthe

house at Kashdoha and his father would return after the treatment' but his

father did not return. Thereafter the dead body was recovered, in the

condition, as discussed above. In his CIosS examination he stated that

amongst the four boys Gobla and Omen were there'

31. PW 2 (Abdush Samad) deposed that on that at about

4.30/5.00 P.M he went toward bazar and wetrt to the pharmacy to take

medicine and saw the cloctor going to brcak his 'roja'. He went to the

masjid and at that time he saw 3 / 4 Bodo and Assamese boys outside the

pharmacy. After breaking Iftar he came to the pharmacy and took the

medicine from the son (PW 4) and on being enquired the son told him

that his father has gone out. After two days he heard about the recovery

of the bicycle and dead body of Nur Mohammad. In his cross he stated

that he could not recognize the accused persons in the dock except that

on rhat he could recognize one boy namely Pradip amongst those boys'

As pw 2 has also not recognized those boys except Pradip and Pradip is

not an accused in this case. Thus, the prosecutiOn CaSe now rests mainly

Contd.....h
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on the evidence of PW 4, who deposed of seeing his father going with

Pradip Ray, Anup Ray, Omen Ray and Gobla Basumatary. But his

evidence is shaken by the evidence of PW 5 (Hasen Ali), whose evidence

is that on that relevant day went to the pharmacy of Nur Mohammad

asked him to accompany him to the house of the councilor Lohit

Basumatary for contact work and after going there it was know that the

work was already been allotted to one person and when they returned on

bicycle, on the way at Roypara Nur Mohammad entered the housc of one

Bhoja Ray to push injection and PW 5 left on his bicycle. Later on he

heard about the missing of Nur Mohammad and subsequent finding of

the dead body of Nur Mohammad. In his cross examination he stated

that while going to the house of Lohit Basumarary they met Bijesh

Basunmatary omen Ray and son of Pulin Basumatary. After proceeding

to some distance Bijesh Basunmatary omen Ray and son of pulin

Basumatary entered the house of Pulin Basumatary and thereafter he

alongwith Nur Mohan-rmad entered the house of councilor and from the

house of councilor Nur Mohammad entered the house of Bhoja Ray to

push injection and he (PW 5) left for his own house.

32. The statement of PW 5 during investigation was

recorded U/s 164 Cr.P.C and that statement (Ext 6) and his restimony as

Pw 5 are almost same. without confronting the evidence of pw 3 with

that of Pw 5 and if we co-relate their evidence it can be said thar pw 3

also not fully incorrect to the extent of his seeing his father going with

the accused persons. what happen after that is not known to him and

the subsequent part is there in the evidence of pw 5. pw 3 did not know

that his father and Hasen Ali went to the house of councilor Lohit

.t'
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Basumatary and from there his father went to the hor-rse of Bhoja Ray.

PW 5 was with the deceased Nur Mohammad till he left Nur Mohammad

out the house of Bhoja Ray. What happen thereafter no body knows.

Goir-rg by the evidence of PW 5 the theory of last seen together of the

deceased in the company of the accused has been negated.

33. One of the cardinal principle which is always be

kept in view in the system of administration of justice in criminal cases

is that a person arraigned as an accused is presumed to be innocent

unless that presumption is rebutted by the prosecution by production of

evidence as may show him to be guilty of the offence with which he is

charged. The burden of proof the guilt of the accused is upon

prosecution and unless it relieves itself of that burden, the Court cannot

record a finding of the guilt of the accused. There are certaln cases in

which statutory presumption arise regarding guilt of the accused, but the

burden even in those cases is upon prosecution to prove the existence of

facts which have to be present before the presumption can be drawn. The

onus even in such cases upon the accused is not as heavy as is normally

upon the prosecution to prove the gtrilt of thc' accused. Another golden

thread which runs through the wave of the administration of justice in

criminal case is that if two views are possible on the evidence adduced in

the case, one pointing to the guilt of the accused and the other to the

innocence, the view which is favourable to the accused should be

adopted. Reference in this regard is made to the judgment of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of Shivaji Shaheb Rao Bobade and another

Vs Store of Mahoroshtra reported in (1973) 2 SCC 793.

Contd.....
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34. Prosecution case has to stand on its own legs and

cannot take support from the weakness of the case of defense' However

grave the sr-rspicion against the accused and however strong the moral

belief and convicdon of the court, unless the offence of the accused is

established beyond reasonable doubt on the bast's of legal evidence and

material on the record, he cannot be convicted for an offence' There is an

initial presumption of innocence of the accused and the prosecution has

to bring home the offence against the accused by reliable evidence' The

accused is entitled to the benefit of every reasonable doubt' (Vide:

Tukaram&Anr.v,TheStateofMaharashtro,AlRlgTgSClB5;and

L)day v. State of Karnatako, AIR 2003 SC 1639)'

The FIR (Ext 1) of Rahmat Ali is that on 07 'tl'2002
35.

the accused Pradip Ray, Anup Ray, Omen Ray and Gobla Basumatary

took Nur Mohamad from hrs pharmacy to see an ailing person and

thereafter Nur Mohammad did not return back home. But he is not the

personwholrasseenNurMohammadgoingwiththosefouraccused

named in the FIR. His evidence is that the incident is of 07'1L'2002 and

he was informed on the next day by Abdul Roaf that his 'Mama' Nur

Mohammad has been killed by some one. Then he went to the house of

Nur Mohammad and heard from Abdur Rashid (pw 3) that his father

was taken by four persons from the pharmacy to see an ailing person and

thereafter Nur Mohammad did not return back home' Then on the next

day he went to search Nur Mohammad with PW 4 and found blood

stained cycle of Nur Mohammad in the house of a cultivator' who took

the cycle to his house. He also saw the blood stained on the road of a

dead body being dragged down the road. Then he lodged the FIR.

Contd....
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The evidence of PW 4 revcals that he has scen Nur

Mohammad going in the company of any person and according to him he

was informed by PW 3 of those four persons taking Nur Mohammad

with them. Pw 4 and PW 3 in their cross examination stated that they

were not aware if Hasen Ali (Pw 5) accompanied Nur Mohammad

alongwith those boys. Being so it is not ruled out that PW 5

accompanied Nur Mohammad on that day and in this regard the evidence

of PW 5 is clear and sufficient and going by the evidence of PW 5 the

accused persons or any such other four persons were not in the company

of Nur Mohammad outside the house of Bhoja Ray after Pw 5 and Nur

Mohammad came out from the house of councilor Lohit Basumatary'

3T.Duringinvestigationthelnvestigatingofficer
aryested 3(three) accused persons namely Bijesh Bastrmatary @ Gobla,

Anup Ray (since deceased) and omen Ray. It is not that Pradip Ray was

not available or absconding. He was not arrested'

38. Prosecution took 1-2 years to submit charge sheet in

the year 2012 on 08.04.2012 in respect of the FIR lodged on 08.11,2002.

The Investigating Officer during investigation in spite of the fact of

recording statement of PW 5, who stated of going to the house of Lohit

Basumtatary and Bhoja Ray, clicl not examine too Bhojo Ray' There can

be no excuse of inadvertently the Investigating Officer missed to

examine these two important witnesses. Having not dOne So the

presumption U/S Lt4 of the Evidence Act goes against the prosecution

that had this witness been examined, it would have gone against

prosecution so far the case against the accused persons is concerned'
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Perusal of case diary reveals that during

investigation the Investigating Officer has recorded the statement of

Lohit Basumatary and the statement is that on 07.tL.2002 at about 6:00

P.M Hasen Ali and Nur Mohammad came in a bicycle to his house and

they sat in his courtyard and told him toi give contact work of

Dangaigaon bazar development and he informed them that the work has

been allotted to Abdul Bakkar Ali of Silghaguri. After 5/1-0 minutes they

Ieft.

Prosecution has intentionally suppressed the name of

39.

40.

Lohit Basumatary as a witness in this case as because the statement of

Lohit Basumatary has gone against the prosecLrtion story and had they

produced him in evidence the same would have gone against the

prosecution. The statement of Lohit Basumatary corroborates the

evidence of PW 5 but as the evidence of Lohit Basumatary is not on

record as evidence the samc. cannot be said to corroborate the evidence

of PW 5 but suppressing his evidence draws a presumption against the

prosecution in terms of section 11 G) of the Evidence Act.

4L. The accused in their statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C

stated that on that day they were sitting alongwith Anup Ray near the

Laxhimandir by the side of river at Raypara and at that time Nur

Mohammad and Hasen Ali came from Bhandara bazar and on being

enquired Nur Mohammad told them they were going to the house of

councilor. Thereafter the accused persons went to the house of Pulin Ray

and from there to their respective houses. As per accused Bijesh

Basumatary Police took three of them to the Police Station alongwith

Contd....
7,1
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Hasen Ali but subsequently released Hasen Ali.

42. The statement of accused persons find corroboration

from the prosecution evidence on record, more particularly the evidence

of Hasen Ali (PW 5) of going to the house of councilor Lohit

Basumatary and the statement of Lohit Basumatary in the case diary as

discussed above. Solemn duty is cast upon on the Court in the

dispensation of justice to adequately considered the defence of the

accused taken U/S 313 Cr.P.C and either to accept it or reject it for the

reason recorded. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Reena

Hazarika Vs State of Assam in Criminal Appeal No.1330 of 2018,

wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that it confers a valuable right

to the accused to establish his innocence. It gives an opportunity to him

to furnish explanation to the incriminating materials appearing against

him.

43. Such statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C be used for

appreciating the evidence led by the prosecution. The accused is not to

prove his plea beyoncl doubt and he can succeed if he can raise

preponderance of probabilities in his favour.

44. Summing up the above discussion and findings, it is

held that prosecution has miserably failed to establish the charge U/S

3021201 IPC against the accused Bijesh Basumarary and Omen Ray.

Hence, the accused Bijcsh Basumatary and Omen Ray are acquitted of

the said charge UIS 3021201 IPC and set at liberty forthwith.

,,/
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the B'h day of November, 2019.

(2t)

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on

r."-rk'
Bongaigaon

Dictiltedand corrected by me,

\fz
( B.KlChetri )
Sessi0,ns'Iudgo;. ,'

Bdrlgaigaon

Contd....
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW1-MohilaKhatun.
PW 2 -Abdush Samad.
PW 3 -Abdul Rashid.
PW 4 -Rahmat Ali.
PW 5 -Hasen Ali.
PW 6 - Khalilur Rahman @ Khalil Ali.
PW 7 - Manoj Kr Sikaria.
PW B - Shyam Kumar Daimary.
PW 9- Abul Kalam Ajad.
PW 10 - Satadal Ch Deka, Retired Inspector.
PW 11- Suren Das, I.O.
Court witness
Nil.
Documents Exhibited by Prosecution:
Ext-1 FIR.
Ext-2 Inquest report.
Ext-3 Inquest report.
Ext-4 Inquest report.
Ext -5 Inquest report.
Ext -6 Statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C.
Ext -7 Seizure list
Ext 8 to Ext 10 -Sketch maps of the place and occurrence.
Ext LL Charge sheet.
Ext l-2 seizure list.
Ext 13 - Post mortem examination report.
Material Exhibit:
M. Ext L- Cycle.
Defence Exhibit:
Nil
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